2009--After retiring to Roger Federer in Monte Carlo during the semifinals, Novak had a history of ailments interfering with his play. Novak was sick and tired.

Plagued by a hip injury while engaged in a match with Tommy Robredo, Novak called two time outs, claiming both injury and exhaustion. Nonetheless, Novak won the match and that prompted his next opponent, Andy Roddick, to quip that Novak was, “…either quick to call a trainer or the most courageous guy of all time.”

Roddick implied that Novak had a reputation for being “injured” and he proceeded to list all of the ailments that might be tormenting Djokovic. In 2009, during the Australian Open, Novak retired again against Roddick during a quarterfinal match citing exhaustion, muscle cramps, and soreness.

This drew unfavorable comments from those players remaining who pointed out that Novak’s retirements were becoming too frequent…that he had retired in three of four Grand Slam tournaments.

His latest loss to Andy Roddick in the quarterfinals of the BNP Paribas Open in Indian Wells, 6-3, 6-2, was marked by its lack of movement, its lack of energy by Novak, who seemed to give up without a fight.

These are the actions of a young man who has lost his way—who is unable to summon any self-belief or confidence in his game. He was sick and tired of being sick and tired and he needed help.
The Arthur Ashe Crowd Has Fallen Out of Love With an Achy Djokovic Feb 2010

From darling to dark knight, Novak Djokovic’s image in Gotham has taken such a tumble, it is no wonder he has been hailing trainers at this United States Open the way New Yorkers do cabs. Clearly his health was suffering and he needed help.
Recently, breathing problems, shoulder pain and allergies have sometimes prevented Novak from realizing his full potential on court, but deep runs at the French Open and Wimbledon have meant that the Serb is struggling to fight on.

But the serve let him down in the semifinals against Tomas Berdych, when double-faults on critical points sealed his fate. His post-Wimbledon work must have centered on the improvement of that shot, and once he steps out on his preferred surface his serve will be firing again. The slight health problems disturbed him and his game went down.

Nole, as his many fans know him, will survive the onslaught of the emerging talent, and fight his way to the summit

Sick and tired and with shoulder pain Novak hired a private SCIO therapist Dr. Igor Cetojevic. Igor started to treat him with the SCIO and he was trying to help his oxygen transport. Desire' sent him some sport formula and he responded well. He responded rapidly and went on a tear at the US Open and then after that we worked hard with the SCIO to fix his sore shoulder. He responded very well to SCIO allergy work, breathing problems and muscle repair. The SCIO boosted his VARHOPE and his performance went up and up. Research has shown an increase of 5% in body electrical factors that increase performance.

That 5% increase in the body electric potential turned out to be the difference. No more retirements from a match, no more problems with conditioning, no more emotional loss of control, just peak performance.
Sick and Tired

Then after the SCIO Treatments

In late summer 2010 Novak and Igor Cetojevic make an agreement for Igor to advise Novak and for Igor to work with the SCIO system of Desire’ Dubounet to take Novak to the world number one and win Wimbledon.
Un psicólogo, el “arma secreta” de Djokovic
“Novak’s Secret, The doctor and the SCIO”

Enviado el Lunes, 31 enero 2011 | No hay Comentarios | Article from Puerto Rico news

After take the title in Australia, the Serb admitted that going through difficult times in his personal life. Cetojevic Igor, "the Doctor", was instrumental in their recovery

"Dottore, Dottore". Novak Djokovic, the player of the moment in world tennis, claimed the presence of a man who has a few meters. Fifties, trimmed white beard, black sleeveless vest over his bare chest, one would think the "Doctor" is the "secret weapon" the world number three.

But it is. No Igor Cetojevic (pictured above, right of "Nole"), as the name of "Doctor", is likely to Novak Djokovic and had not won the Davis Cup in December, and the Australia Open in January.

After a night with only four hours of sleep, Djokovic was happy today, very different from what he lived since he came to the fore in Australia winning the title in 2008. Then came "the pressures and expectations," and was not at all easy to control. Some of that noted the "Dottore" Cetojevic to see the player on TV.

"I was suffering, something was wrong with him. He moved his arms, he complained, looking for excuses," said the psychologist while Djokovic, a couple of feet, stroking the trophy on Sunday and shelled conquered the feelings the day after the victory in meetings with small groups of reporters at the Melbourne Cricket Ground, one of the "temples" sports town.

Cetojevic, Bosnian, Djokovic did not know Serbian, but found a way to reach it. "I want to help that kid," he told the player's environment. A short time later accompanied Djokovic and his people in a Davis Cup tie.

"They invited me, and I had free time to go. We started talking. He had his problems, I offered solutions. " Cetojevic insists again and again in the "vast intelligence" Djokovic, also in the "nice guy" is.
"I need not tell you what to do. It’s a question you see the options. Faced with a problem will always offer two or three alternatives, and he decides. Understands everything very quickly."

Djokovic insisted that his personal problems affected his career for a while. "They were private matters of everyday life. We are human, we all have problems. If you’re unhappy off the court, can not be inside. It is difficult to draw the line. I dedicated my life to this sport, but I'm the same person inside and out, the same head."

Cetojevic, who plans to be at least in all the Grand Slam with Djokovic, coincides with the player in the Balkan War in the 90 to brand all.

"You dance to heal wounds," he says while watching a video of the party in the locker room that Djokovic held a Balkan brass band, two hours of music, jumping and general exhaust in the bowels of Rod Laver Arena. The night's Dream "new Djokovic."
Igor in the Stands at Roland Garos, The Scio working in the back room
Thanks to Desire’ for help and support
And in 2011 Post SCIO

26-0

Rise and Rise of Novak Djokovic continues
Novak goes from sick and tired to undefeated
using the SCIO

10:26 04/04/2011

ANOTHER BIG SCALP: Novak Djokovic's imperious winning streak continues after a thrilling final win over Rafa Nadal in the final.
In an epic final, Novak Djokovic defeated world No 1 Rafa Nadal in a third set tiebreak to win the Sony Ericsson Open 4-6 6-3 7-6 in Miami.

The victory extends Djokovic's undefeated winning streak to 26-0 matches going back to last year and follows his victory over the Spaniard in Indian Wells two weeks ago.

"It is just incredible to win against the number one player in the world in a third set tie break," a delighted Djokovic said on court before he was handed the trophy.

It was a magnificent battle that lived up to its billing as a clash between the sport's top-ranked player and the most in-form competitor on tour at the moment, producing quality, drama and tension throughout.

Nadal began strongly, breaking the Serb in the third game of the opening set to end Djokovic's remarkable streak of 41 successive service games held in the tournament.

---

The gluten free diet, Is a key to the success of tennis player Novak Djokovic?

The impressive start of season in 2011 of the Serbian Novak Djokovic, undefeated after 38 games after his victory on Monday in the first round of Roland Garros, has led many to analyze the changes made in recent months, including his new diet without gluten. By Diego Destilerias.AFP.
One of the key people in Novak's environment now is Igor Cetojevic, a medical expert in acupuncture and oriental medicine nutritionist, with whom he began to work in the middle of last year and Igor detected the reaction to gluten with the SCIO device. So now Igor gave Novak a new set of eating habits. Beer, pizza, bread, pastry products or biscuits are just some of the foods that Djokovic has been removed from the diet, declaring war on those considered as 'food deaths' in the Eastern tradition: salt, sugar, flour, or fat. The second global player that could end Nadal's number one rule. Igor and the SCIO precisely grew very close to products that now not consumed, because his parents have a pizzeria in his native Serbia. 'Now I can not eat pizza, pasta and bread. I've lost some weight and that has helped me both physically and mentally', said at the start of the season on clay, when everyone asked what had changed in a seemingly unstoppable player and that a few months ago My health was a major question

Miami Open 2011: all-conquering Novak Djokovic is too hot for Rafael Nadal in final

The most frequently used words of this men’s tennis season, “game, set and match, Novak Djokovic”, were once again bouncing around a stadium’s sound system, after he came from a set down to beat Rafael Nadal in a decisive tiebreak on the purple cement of south Florida.

Novak using the warrior spot Desire’ taught him to stimulate focus.
Triumphant: Novak Djokovic celebrates his defeat of Rafael Nadal in Miami

By Mark Hodgkinson 11:33PM BST 03 Apr 2011

In the broiling Miami heat, the best two players in the world produced some compelling, if not always immaculate, tennis, and it ended after more than three and a quarter hours with another Djokovic victory.

Davis cup goes to the SCIO team  As does the Grand Slam Australian Open
Wins in Davis cup, Dubai and Indian Wells, Miami Masters (the fifth Slam), Rome mark an undefeated year so far for Novak using the SCIO

The SCIO sharpens the body electric to increase sport performance by re-education of the muscles and the VARHOPE. As we have seen over and over again the device can increase the body electric 5%, the difference between fourth and first place. The SCIO electrically repairs traumatized tissue from injury. Everyone in the world of tennis is scratching their heads wondering how Novak went from sick and tired to undefeatable. The ones with fifth grade education are starting to see that there is energetic medicine, we are made of electrons and electronic fields, and we can enhance those fields with the SCIO technology. People without a fifth grade education still think all is drugs and surgery.

Listen and you hear “game, set and match, SCIO”

Can you Keep a Secret?
Novak Djokovic – Undisputed Number One

Posted on July 1, 2011 by admin | 1 Comment

Novak Djokovic has climbed to the summit of men’s tennis. By beating Jo Wilfried Tsonga 7-6, 6-2, 6-7, 6-3 he has not only gained a place in the finals at Wimbledon but he has also taken over, officially, as the best tennis player in the world. Tsonga came out blasting, flaunting his power and breaking Djokovic in the opening game. Despite facing some break points Tsonga stood and prepared to serve for the first set at 5-4 before meekly handing it over.
NOVAK DJOKOVIC stunned Rafael Nadal to be crowned Wimbledon champion for the first time.

Serb star Djokovic, 24, ran out a 6-4 6-1 1-6 6-3 winner in front of a packed Centre Court at SW19.
He ended the reign of big-hitting Spaniard Nadal, who won the title last year. The SCIO detected the Gluten sensitivity and it sharpens the senses, stabilizes the emotions, increases stamina and strength. The future of sports medicine is energetic. The secret is out, it is SCIO.